
Basic  Religious  Beliefs  of
Worldwide Muslims
More Cultural Research from Steve Cable

Between October 2011 and November 2012, Pew Research Center
conducted a major survey of Muslims involving more than 30,000
face-to-face interviews in 26 countries in Africa, Asia, the
Middle East and Europe. The survey asked people to describe
their religious beliefs and practices, and sought to gauge
respondents’ knowledge of and attitudes toward other faiths,
as well as some of their attitudes concerning cultural issues.

Since  Probe  has  been  commissioning  and  evaluating  similar
surveys about the beliefs and practices of Christians and
other faiths in America, we wanted to analyze the data in this
large survey to see how the beliefs of Muslims in the eastern
hemisphere relate to Christians in America. We also wanted to
see how Muslim beliefs varied across different regions. To do
this, we divided the data into five geographic regions: North
Africa,  Middle  East,  Europe,  the  ‘Stans  (e.g.  Kazakhstan,
Uzbekistan), and South Asia.

If you have read Cultural Captives or been following my blog
posts, you know that one of the metrics we have been following
is the percentage of Americans with a Christian worldview. One
survey we analyzed recently is the Portraits of American Life
Study (PALS) 2012. That survey shows that American Christians
holding a biblical worldview were 33% of 18- to 29-year-old
self-professed evangelicals,{1} and 46% of those over 30. When
we  consider  all  professing  Christians  (i.e.  evangelical,
mainline and Catholic), we find 20% of 18- to 29-year-olds and
32% of those over 30 hold a biblical worldview. For the PALS,
the definition used for a biblical worldview is:

1. I definitely believe in God
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2. Jesus is the Son of God and physically rose from the dead
3. The Bible is fully inspired by God
4. Heaven exists where people live with God forever
5. There is a Hell where people experience pain as punishment
for their sin
6. The Devil, demons, or evil spirits exist
7. What is morally right or wrong should be determined by
God’s law

For  Muslims,  using  questions  asked  in  the  Pew  survey,  we
defined  a  Qur’anic  worldview  to  include  the  following
responses:

1. I believe in one God, Allah, and his prophet Muhammad
2. I know a great deal about the Muslim religion and its
practices
3. In Heaven, people who have led good lives are eternally
rewarded
4. In Hell, people who have led bad lives and die without
being sorry are eternally punished
5. I believe in angels and in jinns (spirit beings similar to
demons)
6. I believe Islam is the one, true faith leading to eternal
life in heaven

The results of the survey showing those Muslims who agreed to
all the above points are as shown in the table below.

 North Africa Middle East Europe The ‘Stans South Asia

18 – 29 33.2% 24.1% 12.3% 4.0% 28.2%

30 plus 35.3% 30.4% 11.8% 4.8% 27.5%
What do we see in this data? First, the vast majority of
Muslims living in the Eastern Hemisphere do not hold to a
strong Qur’anic worldview. North Africa, the Middle East and
South Asia all show about one third with a Qur’anic worldview.



These numbers are much like those for a Christian worldview in
the U.S. In Europe and the ‘Stans, we see only about one in
ten and one in twenty, respectively, hold a strong Qur’anic
worldview. One might speculate that the European downturn is
due to the general decline in religious interest in Europe,
and the low percentage in the ‘Stans is due to a lack of
teaching in their heart language.{2}

In understanding these low responses, one should consider that
on the whole, only about 40% of Muslims claim to know a great
deal about their religion and its practices. This lack of
knowledge is probably a major factor in why only about 20% of
them hold a strong Qur’anic worldview. This view is consistent
with my personal experience in South Asia where I found that
most of the people in a Muslim
country  were  born  into  their  faith  culture  and  had  never
considered in any depth what it really meant.

One other interesting note is that in all areas other than the
Middle East, the percentage of those aged 18 to 29 with a
strong Qur’anic worldview is almost identical to those over 30
years of age. In contrast, among Christians in America, only
one in five of those aged 18 to 29 have a biblical worldview
while one in three of those age 30 and over have a biblical
worldview.

It should also be noted that among Muslims, over three out of
four of them believe that Islam is the one true faith leading
to eternal life. But among American Christians, only one out
of five believe Jesus is the only way to receive eternal life.
Even though a minority of Muslims claim to know what their
religion  teaches,  the  vast  majority  believe  that  what  it
teaches is the only way to eternal life. Even though they
believe it is the only way, only about one in five believe
that members of their religion “have a duty to try and convert
others to their religious faith.”

I imagine that many Americans think that Muslims hold to a



common set of beliefs throughout the world. As we have seen
from  this  survey,  that  is  not  the  case.  The  majority  of
Muslims do not understand the basic tenets of Islam as taught
in the Qur’an. Surprisingly, most of them admit it, saying
that they do not know a great deal about the Muslim religion.
Next week, we will look at their religious practices which
tend to be more consistent than their religious beliefs.

Notes

1. Evangelicals include those associated with an evangelical
denomination including historically Black Protestant churches.

2. Please note that this is only speculation on my part; there
is no information in the Pew survey to enlighten us on this
question.
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Center  bears  no  responsibility  for  the  analyses  or
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Crossing  the  Worldview
Divide:  Sharing  Christ  with
Other Faiths
Christians need to introduce the gospel differently to people
with different worldviews. Steve Cable provides ways to talk
to Muslims, Hindus, Mormons and postmoderns.

Changing Worldview Landscape
Growing up in the sixties and seventies, I had very limited
exposure to other worldviews significantly different from my
own. Raised in a small town in New Mexico, I was exposed to a
number of Hispanic Catholics, and I knew at least two families
that were Mormons. Frankly, I never had either of those groups
share their worldview with me. But, by and large, most people
appeared to have a pretty conventional Christian worldview,
answering the basic worldview questions as follows:

•  What about God? God is the creator and sustainer of this
universe.

•  What about man? Mankind is separated from God’s provision
by our sin nature.

•  What about salvation? Jesus Christ is God’s answer to our
desperate need, offering redemption through faith in Him.
When people die, those who have put their faith in Jesus will
go to heaven while those who refuse will be relegated to
hell.

•   What  about  history?  History  is  a  linear  progression
culminating in the creation of a new heavens and new earth.
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Since leaving the college campus in 1977, I have
lived in suburbs of major metropolitan cities. Over
the last thirty-five years, the makeup of those
suburbs has changed significantly. I worked as an
electrical engineer with several Indian Hindus and
Jains. I teach English as a Second Language to a group of
Muslims,  Hindus,  Baha’is,  atheists  and  Latin  American
Catholics. From 2000 to 2010, the Muslim population of my area
grew  by  220%.  All  of  these  groups  have  a  worldview
significantly different from my own. In sharing Christ with
them, I cannot appeal to the Bible stories they learned in
vacation Bible school as a child. I need to be aware that what
I say is being processed through their worldview filter. So
that what they hear may not be what I meant to say.

The apostle Paul was very much aware of the issue of worldview
filters. While on his missionary journeys, he preached the
gospel

•   in  synagogues  established  by  Jews  living  away  from
Israel,{1}

•  in market places containing Gentiles with a common Greek
worldview,{2} and

•   in  front  of  Greek  philosophers  at  the  forefront  of
creating new worldviews.{3}

In each of these environments, he preached the same truth:
Jesus Christ crucified and resurrected from the dead for our
sins. But he entered that subject from a verbal starting point
that  made  sense  to  the  audience  he  was  speaking  to.  For
example, in Athens he began by drawing their attention to an
idol dedicated to the unknown god and he quoted some of their
poets.  Was  he  doing  this  because  the  idol  was  really  a
Christian  idol  or  because  their  poets  were  speaking  a
Christian  message?  Of  course  not.  He  was  bridging  the
worldview divide between their thought patterns and those of
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Judaism. Having done that, he finished by saying, “God is now
declaring to men that all people everywhere should repent,
because He has fixed a day in which He will judge the world in
righteousness through a Man whom He has appointed, having
furnished proof to all men by raising Him from the dead.”{4}

In the same way, if we want to share effectively with those
from different worldviews, we need to make the effort to know
how to share in a way that makes sense from their worldview
perspective. We want to shake up their worldview, but we have
to be able to communicate first. In the remainder of this
article, we will consider the differences with and ways to
share the gospel with people from four different worldview
perspectives: Islam, Hindu, Mormon, and popular postmodernism.

Bridging Across to a Muslim Worldview
Islam is the second largest religion in the world with about
1.5 billion adherents or over 20% of the world population. In
America, there are over 2.6 million Muslims with most of them
located in major metropolitan areas accounting for 3-4% of the
population in those areas. If you live in a metropolitan area,
you are probably aware of several mosques in your area.

How can I share Christ with my Muslim acquaintances in a way
they  can  understand?  To  answer  this  question,  we  need  to
understand how their worldview differs from our own and what
communication  issues  may  come  into  play.  Let’s  begin  by
considering the four worldview questions introduced earlier:

•  What about God? Christians believe that a transcendent,
loving God created the universe and mankind. Muslims believe
that a transcendent, unknowable Allah created the universe
and mankind.

•  What about man? A Christian believes man is created in the
image of God, but mankind is now fallen and separated from
God by our sin nature. Muslims believe that, although weak



and prone to error, man is basically good and is fully
capable of obeying Allah.

•  What about salvation? For a Christian, the answer to our
problem is the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ who
provided a way for us to reunite with God through grace.
Muslims must focus on good works to earn their way into
heaven. They have no instruction as to what level of goodness
is required. Certainly, they must pay attention to the five
pillars of Islam: reciting the creed (the shahada), daily
prayers, giving 2.5% of one’s income to the poor or to the
spread of Islam, a pilgrimage to Mecca, and fasting during
Ramadan.

•  What about history? For a Christian, the world is moving
through time, not repeating itself, to reach the end God has
prepared for it. For a Muslim time is a linear progression as
well and it is moving forward exactly as Allah has willed.

The key difference between our worldviews lies in the way to
redemption: by faith through God’s grace or as a reward for
our good works.

How  can  you  share  effectively  with  Muslim  friends  and
acquaintances?  First,  there  are  some  important  issues  and
confusing terms that will sidetrack your discussion in their
minds. These include:

•  The high cost: in most Muslim families and societies,
converting from Islam is a terrible offense, resulting in
expulsion and sometimes death. Most Muslims will not enter
into a conversation if they know the intent of it is to
convert them to another faith.

•  The Trinity, including Jesus as God’s Son: Muslims are
told that Christians worship three gods when there is only
one. This area is especially problematic in thinking that God
could be born to a woman and be crucified.



•  Belittling Mohammed will offend most Muslims, causing them
to cease listening to you.

•  Using corrupt Scripture by quoting from the New Testament
which they have been taught has been changed and corrupted.
An interesting note on this argument for Islam and against
Christianity: a study of recently discovered early copies of
the Quran show that current Aramaic copies of the Quran are
only consistent with the early copies 88% of the time; while
similar studies of the New Testament show a 98% reliability
between current translations and the earliest documents.

Let’s be clear. We are not saying that you don’t need at some
time to address the Trinity, the role of Mohammed as a false
prophet, and veracity of Scripture. But first, you need to be
able to communicate the gospel to them in a way that they will
hear it.

To share with a Muslim, you must begin with prayer for your
Muslim acquaintances who are captive to powerful social ties
and equally powerful demonic lies. Pray that God will work to
prepare their hearts. God has been working in powerful ways
preparing Muslims to listen to the gospel of Jesus Christ.{5}

Start your conversation with their most important need. Ask
them, “How can you be sure that you have done enough to get
into  heaven?”  Listen  to  their  thoughts  on  this  important
question. Point out that the gospels say, “Be perfect as your
Heavenly Father is perfect.”{6} Are they that good? God loves
us and knows that we cannot do it on our own. For this reason
Jesus came to pay our penalty through His death and bring us
into God’s household through His resurrection.

In some Islamic countries, a good way to begin the discussion
is to look at what the Koran says about Jesus to draw their
attention  to  the  specialness  of  Jesus.  If  they  show  an
interest, you move quickly to the Bible as the true source of
information on Jesus and eternal life. For more information on



this approach, check out The Camel Training Manual by Kevin
Greeson.

Bridging Across to a Hindu Worldview
Hinduism is the third largest religion in the world with about
900  million  adherents.  However,  there  are  only  about  1.2
million  Hindus  in  the  United  States,  about  0.4%  of  the
population. Since they are mostly located in high tech, urban
and suburban areas, the percentages are much higher in those
areas, closer to 2% and growing. If you live in a major
metropolitan area, you have probably seen one or more temples
in your area.

How  does  the  Hindu  worldview  compare  with  a  Christian
worldview on the four worldview questions introduced earlier?

•  What about God? The Hindu believes that the universe is
eternal and the concept of an impersonal god is contained in
the universe.

•  What about man? Hindus believe that our current state is a
temporary illusion and our goal is to merge into the Brahman,
the god nature of the universe.

•  What about salvation? For a Christian the answer to our
problem is the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ who
provided a way for us to become reunited with God. This
salvation can begin now and will be fully realized in heaven.
For a Hindu, the answer to our problem is to live a life in
such a way as to merge with Brahman at death. Unfortunately,
the vast majority will be reincarnated to suffer again as
another living creature.

•  What about history? For a Hindu, the universe is eternal
and history repeats itself cyclically.

As you can see, the worldview of a Hindu varies significantly



from that of a Christian on almost every point. Salvation for
a Hindu is to reach a state where they no longer exist. They
are  integrated  into  the  universal  god.  Both  Hindus  and
Christians believe that mankind faces the problem of being
born into a world full of suffering and hardship. For Hindus,
there  are  three  paths  that  could  lead  one  out  of  this
situation into oneness: 1) performing appropriate good works,
2) reaching a state of knowledge that pierces through the
deception  of  this  existence,  and  3)  devoting  oneself  to
service of one of the many gods.

Being aware of these worldview differences can sensitize us to
some of the communication problems in sharing with a Hindu.
First, when you share with them that Jesus is the Son of God
who came to earth in the flesh, they will probably agree with
you wholeheartedly. This is exactly the response I received
when  sharing  with  a  Hindu  couple  at  a  Starbucks  in  an
exclusive shopping area. After all, there are many forms of
god in the Hindu pantheon. Just because someone is a god,
doesn’t mean I should leave off worshipping my current gods to
worship this new god exclusively.

How can I share with a Hindu in a way that helps be clearly
explain the gospel in the context of their worldview? I would
suggest two important aspects.

First, you can begin by asking this question: What if there
were only one God who transcended His creation? We are not
created to be subsumed back into God, but rather we were
created in His image to be able to exist with and to worship
our Creator. Our Creator does not want us to worship other
gods which we have made up to satisfy our desire to understand
our world. If you cannot get a Hindu to understand this basic
premise, then other things you tell them about the gospel will
be misinterpreted because of their existing worldview filter.

Second, you can tell them that you agree that the problems of
this world can be seen in the pain and suffering of life on



this planet. Man has tried for thousands of years and yet the
pain and suffering continue. This state of despair is the
direct result of man’s rejection of the love of God. We can
never  do  enough  in  this  life  through  good  works,  special
knowledge, or serving false gods to bridge the gap back to
God. God was the only one who could fix this problem and it
cost Him great anguish to achieve it through the life, death,
and resurrection of Jesus Christ.{7}

Bridging Across to a Mormon Worldview
There are only about 15 million Mormons worldwide, but almost
45% of them live in the United States. They make up about 2%
of the population of the United States. Compared to Muslims
and Hindus, their U.S. population has remained fairly constant
as a percentage basis over the last few decades. Because of
their young adult missionary teams, many Americans have had
some exposure to the evangelistic message of Mormonism.

How do Mormons compare with Christians in answering the four
worldview questions introduced on day one? First, we need to
understand that not all Mormons believe the same things. The
president of the Mormons can introduce new doctrine which may
contradict prior doctrine. One prominent example is the Mormon
doctrine on blacks which was changed in 1978. The statements
below represent my understanding as to the current orthodox
Mormon position:

•  What about God? Where a Christian believes that God is
eternal and transcendent, Mormons believe God was once a man
like us and ascended to godhood

•  What about man? Where a Christian believes that man is
born in sin and separated from God, Mormons believe men are
born in sin, but have the potential to become gods in their
own right

•   What  about  salvation?  Where  Christians  believe  in



salvation  through  faith  in  Jesus  Christ  alone,  Mormons
believe salvation comes from putting our faith in Jesus and
performing good works. The good works are intended to pay
back Jesus for the price He paid for us. In addition, Jesus
is not eternal but was born to God and one of His spirit
wives.

•  What about history? Both Christians and Mormons believe
that history is linear, but Mormons believe it is leading to
a day when they could be gods ruling their own planets.

Even though some would like to consider Mormonism as a branch
of Christianity, one can see there are significant differences
between the beliefs of Mormons and Christians.

In sharing your faith with a Mormon, there are terms and
concepts  you  need  to  watch  out  for  as  they  will  be
misinterpreted. First, you are relying on the Bible as the
complete and only direct revelation from God. When you do
that, you need to be aware that they will assume anything you
say that they don’t agree with is countered in the Book of
Mormon or the Pearl of Great Price. Point out to them that the
clear meanings of the Bible don’t need reinterpretation. Also,
you can tell them that the Bible written between 2,000 and
4,000  years  ago  has  been  consistently  supported  by
archaeological findings while the Book of Mormon written 175
years ago has no historical or archaeological support.

When talking about God the Father, Jesus, Satan, and man, be
sure to make it clear that God and Jesus are one kind of
being, the transcendent God of the universe, that Satan is a
created angelic being, and that men are created different from
the angels. A Mormon will use those terms, but will normally
group all four of those beings as made basically the same.

Be  leery  of  expecting  to  win  over  Mormon  missionaries  on
mission. If they are sharing with you, of course, you should
try to share with them. However, normally they are too focused



on fulfilling their mission to really listen to someone else.
It is best to share with them when you introduce the topic.

In sharing with a Mormon, you may want to consider how good
one would have to be to earn their way to eternal life. After
all,  Jesus  said,  “Be  perfect  as  your  Heavenly  Father  is
perfect.” If you can admit you are not perfect, then the only
way to redemption is through God’s grace.

Some of them may feel that in the matters of the church, they
are keeping the faith in a sinless manner. What if a future
president changes some criteria of behavior and you find out
that you have now been sinning for years? Does it make sense
to you that God’s criteria for righteousness should change?{8}

Bridging Across to a Postmodern Worldview
Postmoderns  may  not  seem  as  exotic  as  some  of  the  world
religions we have considered to this point. But they have a
distinctly different worldview than do Christians and are the
largest  segment  of  non-Christians  in  today’s  America.  An
actual postmodern believes that absolute truth, if it does
exist at all, is impossible to find. A Christian believes that
Jesus Christ is “the way, the truth and the life” and that
“truth  comes  through  Jesus  Christ.”{9}  Jesus  is  truth
applicable to every man in every situation. What do we need to
understand about postmodernism to be better equipped to share
the truth with them?

Popular postmodernity has a broadly defined identity, but they
should  resonate  with  this  definition:  postmodernity  is
“incredulity toward metanarratives.”{10} In other words, they
reject the possibility of anyone knowing truth about the basic
questions of life; e.g., our worldview questions.

As before, we will begin with our four worldview questions.
Keep in mind that we just said they don’t think anyone can
know the truth about these types of questions.



•  What about God? Postmoderns believe that we can’t really
know where we came from but we probably evolved from nothing
over millions of years.

•  What about man? Postmoderns believe that humans are neither
good nor bad and are shaped by the society around them which
defines what is good and bad for them.

•  What about salvation? For a Christian, the answer to our
dilemma  and  hope  for  eternal  life  is  the  death  and
resurrection of Jesus, God’s Son. For a postmodern, each group
has their own answer that helps them get through the hard
times of life, but none of the answers can be counted on as
true.  What  is  important  is  not  their  truth,  but  their
helpfulness  in  coping  with  life’s  challenges.

•  What about history? For a postmodern, history is linear
moving forward to whatever happens next. Hopefully, the future
will be better than the past, but there is not grand plan or
purpose for mankind. In any case, if there is a grand plan, we
can’t know it with any certainty.

It is hard to present Jesus Christ as the source of all grace
and truth to someone who denies the existence of truth or at
least our ability to know it. As Dave Kinnaman writes in his
book UnChristian, “Even if you are able to weave a compelling
logical argument, young people will nod, smile, and ignore
you.”{11} Constructing a rational argument for Christ may not
be the place to start. As Drew Dyck reported hearing from one
postmodern, “I don’t really believe in all that rationality.
Reason  and  logic  come  from  the  Western  philosophical
tradition. I don’t think that’s the only way to find truth.”
Dyck  concluded,  “They’re  not  interested  in  philosophical
proofs  for  God’s  existence  or  in  the  case  for  the
resurrection.”{12}

To begin the process, we need to develop their trust; be their
friend.  Possibly,  invite  them  to  serve  alongside  you  in



ministering  to  the  needs  of  others,  exposing  them  to  the
ministry of Christ to the world around them.

The postmodern should be interested in your personal story,
the things you have found that work for you. But don’t fall
into the traditional testimony rut (i.e., I was bad, I was
saved, now I am wonderful); make it real by sharing real
issues you have dealt with. Then convey the gospel story in a
winsome way, emphasizing Jesus concern for the marginalized
around Him, realizing the gospel is a metanarrative providing
a universal answer to a universal problem.

Share with them why you are compelled to commit to a universal
truth. I cannot live my life without making a commitment to
what I believe to be the Truth. Saying “it doesn’t matter” is
basically giving up on eternity. Admit that claiming to know
the truth about God, creation, and eternity is crazy from
man’s perspective. It can only be true if it is truly revealed
by God. From my perspective, Jesus is the Truth.{13}

We’ve taken a very brief look at four distinct worldviews,
different from a Christian worldview and different from each
other. A simple understanding of those worldviews helps us
avoid confusing terminology. We can focus on bridging the gap
from their fundamental misunderstanding to faith in Christ.
Only God working through the Holy Spirit can bring them to
true faith, but we can play an important role in making the
gospel  understandable  when  filtered  through  their
worldview.{14}
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Why Radical Muslims Hate You
–  Responding  to  Islamic
Attitudes
Rusty Wright looks at the historical roots of Muslim hatred of
American and the West. He points out that there are cultural,
political, religious and psychological factors combining to
create  the  current  attitudes  among  Muslim  people.
Understanding the roots behind the feelings of some Muslims
toward the West may help us in reaching out to our Muslim co-
workers and neighbors.

Historical Roots of Hatred
Do you remember how you felt on September 11, 2001? You likely
saw images of jets crashing into buildings, people jumping
from skyscrapers, the towers collapsing. What feelings did you
experience?  Confusion?  Anger?  Depression?  TV  showed  some
Palestinians celebrating. One Hamas publication wrote, “Allah
has answered our prayers.”{1} In London, one Muslim group
circulated  stickers  praising  the  “magnificent  19,”  the
hijackers.{2}

Chances are, you are a target of this hatred. If you are a
Westerner,  an  American,  a  non-Muslim,  or  a  Muslim  of  a
different stripe than they, then some radical Muslims hate
you. Why? The answer is complex and involves history, culture,
politics, religion, and psychology.

Of course, many — some would say most — Muslims are peace
loving  and  deplore  terrorism.  Islam  is  quite  diverse.{3}
Extremist Muslims do not represent all Muslims any more than
white supremacists represent all Christians. Not all “radical”
Muslims are violent or hateful. But understanding extremist
Muslim  hatred  is  essential  to  interpreting  our  post-9/11
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world. This article examines that hatred and offers a biblical
response.

In  his  October  2001  video,  Osama  bin  Ladin  mentioned  the
“humiliation and disgrace” tormenting Islam for “more than
eighty years.” Princeton Near Eastern scholar Bernard Lewis
notes that the reference likely puzzled many Westerners. Many
Muslims — for whom Islamic history carries divine significance
— understood. Bin Ladin referred to the 1918 defeat of the
once-  mighty  Ottoman  Empire  and  to  British  and  French
partitioning of Ottoman territory. Secular Turks soon also
abolished the caliphate, or succession of rulers of all Sunni
Islam. Desecration of this symbol of Muslim unity has pained
many Muslims ever since.{4}

For  centuries,  the  Islamic  world  had  displayed  military,
economic and scientific superiority. But European development
eventually overtook Islam.{5} Today, United States ties with
Israel and involvement in Saudi Arabia have kindled ire.

Bin Ladin calls on Muslims to “obey God’s command to kill the
Americans  and  plunder  their  possessions  .  .  .  to  kill
Americans and their allies, both civil and military . . .
.”{6}  He  and  his  sympathizers  want  to  eliminate  Western
influence and restore their version of Islam to the world.{7}

Socio-cultural Roots of Hatred
History is behind some of the radical Muslim hatred of the
West. But so are cultural differences. Would you believe that
dancing in an American church helped fuel Muslim anger today?

In 1948, Sayyid Qutb visited the United States for Egypt’s
Ministry of Education. His stay left him shocked with what he
perceived as moral degeneracy and sexual promiscuity.

He  wrote  that  even  American  religion  was  tainted  by
materialism and consumerism. Churches marketed their services
to the public like merchants and entertainers. Success, big



numbers, “fun,” and having “a good time” seemed crucial to
American churches.{8}

He  especially  deplored  clergy-sanctioned  dances  at  church
recreation halls. When the ministers lowered the lights, the
dances became hot. Here is Qutb’s “PG” description: “The dance
is inflamed by the notes of the gramophone . . . the dance-
hall becomes a whirl of heels and thighs, arms enfold hips,
lips and breasts meet, and the air is full of lust.” He cited
the  famous  Kinsey  Reports  as  evidence  of  American  sexual
debauchery.{9} Qutb, who was dark skinned, also experienced
racism in America.{10}

Back  in  Egypt,  Qutb  joined  the  Muslim  Brothers
organization.{11} Imprisonment and torture made his writings
more militant. Qutb became what Georgetown University religion
and international affairs professor John Esposito calls “the
architect of radical Islam.”{12}

Some  Muslim  Brotherhood  groups,  offshoots,  and  alumni  are
mainstream and nonviolent. Others have a violent legacy. A
militant  offshoot,{13}  Islamic  Jihad,  assassinated  Egyptian
president  Anwar  Sadat.  Esposito  notes  that  a  radicalized
former  Muslim  Brother,  Abdullah  Azzam,  significantly
influenced Usama bin Ladin.{14} Former CIA Middle East case
officer Robert Baer observes that a Kuwaiti Muslim Brother,
Khalid Sheikh Muhammad, became a bin Ladin terror chief.{15}

Secularization, consumerism, materialism, the status of women,
sexual mores … all concern radical Muslims.{16} Bernard Lewis
notes that Sayyid Qutb’s denunciation of American moral flaws
became  incorporated  into  radical  Islamic  ideology.  For
instance, he says Iran’s Ayatollah Khomeini, in calling the
U.S. the “Great Satan,” was being consistent with the Koranic
depiction of Satan not as an “imperialist” or “exploiter” but
as  a  seducer,  “the  insidious  tempter  who  whispers  in  the
hearts of men.”{17}



Historical,  social  and  cultural  factors  have  influenced
radical Muslim hatred of the West. Consider now how global
politics stirs the mix.

Political Roots of Hatred
Bernard Lewis — who is not without his critics{18} — notes an
essential difference between Christianity and Islam regarding
government and religion. Jesus of Nazareth, the founder of the
Christian faith, said, “Give to Caesar what belongs to him.
But everything that belongs to God must be given to God.”{19}
For much of history, this has been understood as recognizing
the existence of two distinct authorities, one spiritual and
the other political.{20}

But much of Islam has known no such distinction. Muhammad was
both a religious and political leader, the Prophet and the
head of state. Under his successors, the caliphs, Islam grew
into a huge empire and world religion. Islamic shari‘a, or
Holy  Law,  deals  with  power,  authority  and  political
philosophy.  Specific  applications  differ  among  Islamic
nations. In an extreme example of this spiritual/political
blend, Iran’s Ayatollah Khomeini once said, “Islam is politics
or it is nothing.”{21}

With this mindset, the Western world and the United States as
superpower  become  to  many  Muslims  the  infidel  invaders,
imperialist bullies who desecrate Islamic states by force.
European colonialism, Western imperialism and U. S. policies
are frequent Muslim complaints.{22} Many Muslims deplore the
U. S. invasion of Iraq. Of course, U. S. concessions to Israel
often are seen as collaboration with an enemy of Islam.

One  perceived  offense  to  radical  Islam  that  is  sometimes
overlooked by Westerners is Western complicity with corrupt
rulers of Islamic states. These situations are complex. Oft-
mentioned offenses include the 1982 government massacre at the
Syrian city of Hama to put down a Muslim Brothers uprising. An



estimated ten to twenty-five thousand died, attracting little
Western  attention.  In  1992,  with  Western  approval,  the
Algerian military cancelled democratic elections to prevent
the Islamic Salvation Front from winning them and established
a brutal regime.{23}

Especially  galling  to  radicals  is  Western  complicity  with
rulers of Saudi Arabia — Islam’s Holy Land — whom they see as
warped  by  greed,  graft  and  moral  corruption.  One  Saudi
diplomat noted after 9/11, “What shocks me most is why they
hit America and not us.”{24}

But they did hit America, and radical views of politics played
an important role.

Religious Roots of Hatred
Still other reasons some radical Muslims hate you involve
religion.

Wahhabism, a movement much in the news, was founded by an
eighteenth century theologian, Muhammad ibn ‘Abd al- Wahhab.
Wahhab wanted to purify Islam and return it to its authentic
ways. He condemned and burned books contradicting his views.
Wahhab’s followers became fiercely exclusive. Their principal
focus was not outsiders but insiders, Muslims whom they felt
had  practiced  a  “less-pure”  form  of  Islam.  They  could  be
vicious, desecrating holy places and slaughtering Muslims who
differed.{25}

Wahhabism’s  ongoing  Saudi  links  would  propel  it  into
international influence. When Saudi forces conquered Arabia in
1925, they controlled Islam’s two most holy cities, Mecca and
Medina. When Saudi Arabia became oil-rich, the stage was set.
Wahhabism became the “official, state-enforced doctrine of one
of the most influential governments in all Islam,”{26} which
hosts  annual  pilgrimages  to  Mecca  involving  millions  of
Muslims from around the world. Saudi oil wealth funded Wahhabi



propagation of their views at home and abroad.{27} Wahhabism
affected both Usama bin Ladin and the Taliban.{28}

Wahhabism’s  pervasive  influence  troubles  Princeton’s  Lewis.
Imagine, he says, that the Ku Klux Klan or a similar group
took control of Texas and its oil and could widely propagate
its version of “Christianity” through heavily endowed schools
and  colleges.{29}  Georgetown’s  Esposito  distinguishes
puritanical, politically conservative Wahhabism from radical,
militant Wahhabism.{30}

Former  CIA  agent  Robert  Baer  notes  that  Wahhabi  soldiers
fought the Soviets in Afghanistan in the 1980s, with U.S.
support.  There,  Wahhabis  linked  with  radical  followers  of
Sayyid Qutb, an alliance Baer likens to “mixing nitroglycerin
in a blender.”{31} A new, more militant strain of Wahhabism
developed in addition to mainstream Wahabbism, with a new
emphasis on taking the fight to outsiders: the infidels and
the West.{32}

After al-Qaeda attacked three housing complexes in Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia, in May 2003, the Saudi government began to crack
down  on  terrorists  and  violent  rhetoric  in  the  mosques.
Initial results were mixed. U. S. Ambassador Robert Jordan
reported, “We have noticed lately in influential mosques the
imam  has  condemned  terrorism  and  preached  in  favor  of
tolerance, then closed the sermon with ‘O God, please destroy
the Jews, the infidels and all who support them.'”{33}

Psychological Roots of Hatred
In addition to the foregoing, there are psychological factors
at work in radical Muslim hatred.

Lewis writes, “Almost the entire Muslim world is affected by
poverty. . . .”{34} Georgetown’s John Esposito sees “weak
economies,  illiteracy,  and  high  unemployment”{35}  in  many
Muslim nations. Relative deprivation can be psychologically



debilitating. If you are poor, some theories argue, and you
see others more prosperous, you may feel inferior, trapped or
depressed.

Reports from the United Nations and the World Bank note that
Arab  nations  fall  far  behind  the  West  in  “job  creation,
education, technology, and productivity.”{36} (There are, of
course,  exceptions.)  When  global  media  bring  pictures  of
lavish Western life, frustration burns and some extremists
lash out. One Egyptian playwright described these extremists
as “pathologically jealous.” He said, “They feel like dwarfs,
which is why they search for towers and all those who tower
mightily.”{37}

Feelings of rejection play a part. Many Western societies have
been slow to accept Muslims. The father of shoe bomber Richard
Reid said of his son, “He was born here in Britain, like I
was. It was distressing to be told things like ‘Go home,
nigger.'”{38}

New  York  Times  foreign  affairs  columnist  Thomas  Friedman
speaks of a “poverty of dignity” affecting even privileged
Muslims.  Belief  in  Islam’s  superiority  contrasted  with
economic and military disparity in the context of a repressive
regime  can  engender  feelings  of  humiliation,  prompting
vengeance against the perceived cause.{39}

What is an appropriate biblical response to radical Muslim
hatred? A complete answer would take volumes. May I suggest
four ideas?

First, love your enemies. Jesus of Nazareth taught, “Love your
enemies and pray for those who persecute you.”{40} It is not
emotionally easy for me to love Usama bin Ladin or to pray for
him. I have to ask God for strength for that.

Second, support national defense. Paul, one of Jesus’ early
followers, wrote that governments are to “bear the sword” to
subjugate  evil.{41}  The  implications  are  complex  and



debatable, but the principle of defending against attack is
biblical.

Third, if you are not a Muslim, learn about Islam.{42} One
writer remarked of some of Israeli King David’s supporters
that  they  “understood  the  times.”{43}  Paul  sought  to
understand cultural and religious views of his day.{44}

And  fourth,  befriend  some  Muslims,  perhaps  from  your
neighborhood  or  workplace.  In  humility,  learn  about  their
families, their hopes and dreams. If appropriate, discuss your
respective faiths. You may be surprised at the similarities.
And your kindness may generate warmth toward the spirit that
drives your kind behavior and speech.{45}

This article is adapted with permission from Rusty Wright,
“Why  Radical  Muslims  Hate  You,”  The  Plain  Truth,
September/October  2004,  6-9.  ©  Rusty  Wright  2004.
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The  World  of  Animism  –  A
Biblical  Worldview
Perspective
The belief in spirits and their effect on our world appears in
just about every culture. Christianity should replace this
anti-Christian  worldview,  but  instead  many  Christians  just
incorporate it into their own belief system. Dr. Pat Zukeran
contrasts these two belief systems.

 This article is also available in Spanish.

Worldview of Animism
From  Genesis  to  the  present,  the  biblical  worldview  has
clashed  with  the  worldview  of  animism.  Animism  (or  folk
religion) is a religion that sees a spirit or spiritual force
behind every event, and many objects of the physical world
carry some spiritual significance.

In most parts of the world, animism blends in with formal
religions. Among followers of the major religions lie many
animistic beliefs and practices. Animistic beliefs actually
dominate the world. Most Taiwanese believe in the Chinese folk
religions. Most Hindus and Muslims in Central and Southeast
Asia, and most Buddhists in China and Japan combine their
religion with various animistic beliefs and practices. In many
parts of the world, Christianity has not displaced the local
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folk religion but coexists beside it in an uneasy tension.

The animistic worldview contains both the observed or physical
world  and  the  unseen  or  spirit  world.  There  is  no  sharp
distinction between the two realities; what happens in one
affects the other. The seen or physical world consists of what
we can see, feel, and experience. It includes forces of nature
and physical beings. In the seen world the earth plays a
prominent role because it is viewed as a living entity and is
often worshiped as Mother Earth. Nature is believed to be
alive. Hills, caves, mountains, and lakes are often revered as
sacred places. Animals may be embodiments of spirits. Many are
worshiped as sacred, such as the cow and monkey in India.

Plants  can  also  contain  spirits  and  some  are  worshiped.
Forests are seen as places where the spirits dwell. Trees like
oaks, cedars, and ash are worshiped in Europe. In many parts
of the world, there exist numerous subhuman beings that are
supposed to live in lakes, forests, and caves. For example, in
Europe they include mythical beings like trolls, gnomes, and
fairies.

The unseen world of animism begins with the understanding of
“mana,” or the life force that permeates the entire universe.
This power is impersonal and not worshiped. This sacred power
concentrates  more  heavily  in  the  deities,  sacred  people,
places, or objects. This mana rules over all creation and is
not controlled by the gods or man.

Also part of the unseen world is the Supreme God. Following
him are a host of lesser gods who dwell in particular regions.
Following the gods are the spirits, who often dwell in nature
and  are  confined  to  a  specific  area.  Then  there  are  the
spirits of the ancestors who continue to play a role with the
living.

There  also  exist  unseen  forces  that  include  supernatural
powers like fate, cosmic moral order, the evil eye, magic, and



witchcraft. There are also impersonal energy forces in objects
that give the objects power. These objects are believed to
give a person power to do good or evil.

In the Bible, God transforms the animistic views of Israel
into a biblical view. He teaches them that the other gods are
not gods at all (Isaiah 43:10). He condemns the use of magic,
witchcraft, and divination. He shows that suffering is not the
result of the spirits or the gods but His sovereign act of
bringing people back to Himself.

Themes in Animism
Do  you  ever  wonder  why  some  Christians  worship  their
ancestors? It derives from the first of several themes within
the ancient religion of animism. The first of the themes is a
community-centered life. The ancestors, the living, and the
unborn are the center of existence. The clan life is the most
important entity because an individual has meaning only in the
context of a community.

The second theme is the role of the spirit world. Humans live
in a world surrounded by supernatural beings and forces, most
of which are hostile to humans. The worlds of the seen and the
unseen are interconnected. For this reason, people spend their
time  seeking  to  appease  the  gods,  the  spirits,  and  the
ancestors with offerings or bribes. Extreme care is taken to
maintain the harmony between the two worlds. Since all created
things are connected, a simple act like eating a fruit from
the wrong tree may bring disaster.

Third is the focus on the present. The primary concern is with
the  here  and  now.  People  seek  to  deal  with  success  and
failure, power and knowledge needed to control life.

Fourth  is  the  focus  on  power.  People  view  themselves  as
constantly  struggling  against  spirits,  other  humans,  and
supernatural forces. Everything that happens can be explained



by powers at war. The goal is to attain power to control the
forces around them.

Fifth is pragmatism. Animists are not interested in academic
understanding  of  spiritual  and  scientific  truth  but  in
securing good, meaningful life and protection from evil. The
test of a folk religion is, “does it work?” To achieve their
goals, most people will turn to several methods that may be
contradictory in hopes that one will work. I was once speaking
to  a  Chinese  woman  who  was  suffering  from  lung  cancer.
Although  she  attended  church  and  prayed  to  the  Lord  for
healing, she also visited the Chinese Buddhist temple seeking
prayers for healing from the priests. For those in animistic
cultures,  in  times  of  need  people  will  beseech  aid  from
various religions or gods to find a method that works.

Sixth is transformation and transportation. Things may not be
what they appear to be. Spirits can take the form of animals
or plants. Shamans in a trance believe they can travel to
distant places and bring harm to an enemy. They also believe
they can travel to the spirit world, find information, or
retrieve lost souls.

Seventh, animism takes a holistic view of life. The obsession
with invoking good luck and avoiding bad luck involves every
aspect of life–from what you eat, to where you place furniture
(such the current feng shui fad), to how you sleep. In Al
Hambra,  Los  Angeles  where  there  is  a  large  population  of
Chinese, houses with the number “4” in the address do not
sell. The number four, pronounced “shee” in Chinese, is the
first  letter  in  the  word  for  death,  so  the  number  is
considered  very  unlucky.{1}

Eighth is particularism. People are tied to their land. Each
community has its own set of gods and spirits. The gods gave
the people their land, and that is where the ancestors reside.
In battles, victories and defeats are attributed to the power
of the territorial gods.



Finally, fear plays a major role. In a world full of spirits,
omens, and spells, life is rarely secure. Many see the world
as  a  hostile  and  dangerous  place  filled  with  spirits  and
forces antagonistic to people. Seemingly mundane activities
such as moving the wrong rock can bring potential disaster.
People  turn  to  their  ancestors,  gods  and  spirits  for
protection.

The  focus  of  the  Christian  life,  in  contrast,  is  the
relationship believers have with God. God’s relationship with
mankind is based on grace and love. Since God is gracious, He
does not need to be constantly appeased by believers. His laws
are clearly revealed to us in the Bible. When we disobey, we
may  suffer  the  consequences  of  our  sin  or  experience  His
discipline, which is always motivated by His love and intended
to bring us to a right relationship with Him. In times of
difficulty, we do not fear His wrath but He invites us to draw
even closer to Him. 1 John 4:16-18 says, “God is love. Whoever
lives in love lives in God and God in him. In this way, love
is made complete among us so that we will have confidence on
the day of judgment because in this world we are like Him.
There is no fear in love. But perfect love drives out fear . .
.” Although believers encounter tragedy and suffering, we do
not live in fear but in faith, trusting in the character of
God.

Gods in Animism
It may surprise you that most animistic religions teach that
there  exists  one  Supreme  Being.  He  is  often  described  as
omniscient, eternal, beneficent, omnipotent and righteous. He
is the creator, the moral lawgiver, punishes those who do
evil, and blesses those who do good.

However, this being has distanced himself from man and cannot
be known personally. Legends abound that he was once near but
was angered with man and removed himself. He left men to their
own devices and used lesser gods and spirits to do His will



and serve as His ambassadors.

Therefore, most of the worship goes to the lesser gods and
spirits who are in direct contact with humans. Anthropologist
Wilhelm Schmidt studied numerous cultures and concluded that
man’s first religion was monotheism, which then corrupted into
polytheism.{2} This would concur with Paul’s timeline of man’s
rejection of God that he lays out in Romans 1.

An example comes from the folk religion of China. Long before
Confucianism, Taoism, or Buddhism, the Chinese worshiped Shang
Ti, the Lord of heaven. He alone was worshiped until the Zhou
dynasty, which began in 1000 B.C. From then on, only the
emperor  was  allowed  to  pay  homage  to  Shang  Ti,  and  the
knowledge of Shang Ti among the common people was lost. The
worship-starved Chinese eventually embraced the religions of
Confucianism,  Taoism,  and  Buddhism  that  provided  spiritual
knowledge and worship.{3} Numerous stories like these abound
throughout the world. In Korea, the supreme God is called
Hananim.  The  Gedeo  people  of  Ethiopia  call  Him  Magano.
Missionaries use this belief of a high God to point people to
the God of the Bible.

Following the Supreme God is a host of lesser gods. These
beings mediate between man and the Supreme Being, but must
first be paid homage. Gods possess specific powers and are
localized to a geographical area. The gods inhabit places such
as rivers, mountains, forests, oceans, etc. Some gods exercise
power over human affairs (business, marriage, death, etc.)
other gods exercise powers over nature (storms, rain, etc.)
Among  the  Hawaiians,  Lono  is  the  god  of  the  oceans  and
controls the clouds and storms. Pele, the fire goddess, dwells
in the volcanoes. Many still honor these gods in Hawaii today.

The biblical worldview teaches that a personal, omniscient,
omnipotent,  and  omnipresent  God  governs  the  universe
(Colossians 1:16-17). He alone rules creation and there are no
other gods besides him (Isaiah 43:10). The God of the Bible is



not distant from man, but mankind has distanced ourselves from
God.  God  remains  involved  in  the  affairs  of  this  world,
constantly pursuing men and women to receive His gift of grace
and forgiveness through Jesus Christ.

Spirits and Ancestors
Do you ever wonder if there are spirits in forests or other
dark places? Can the dead communicate with the living? Animism
holds to a belief that numerous spirits exercise their power
over places where they dwell, such as mountains, streams, and
rivers. Spirits have never inhabited human bodies, and since
they  can  be  either  good  or  evil  they  must  constantly  be
appeased. For example, the South Sea islanders ask forgiveness
of the trees they cut down for canoes so that the spirits of
the trees will not harm them.{4}

There also exist legendary half-divine beings. Some are humans
who became gods. Some gods are thought to have become human.
For example, the pharaoh of Egypt and the emperor of Japan
were believed to be descendants of the sun god. Many teach
these  beings  had  supernatural  birth  and  did  not  die,  but
vanished into the sky. Many are believed to have taught humans
valuable skills like making fire, canoes, houses, planting
fruits, etc.

Important in animism is the remembrance of the ancestors.
Animism teaches that people possess immortal souls. At death
the soul is free to wander near the grave, travel the earth,
or  enter  the  world  of  the  spirits.  The  spirits  of  the
ancestors participate in the daily lives of family members.
Neglecting to honor them has severe consequences. Souls of the
departed  who  did  not  live  fulfilled  lives  or  died  tragic
deaths become ghosts. Ghosts search for bodies to inhabit and
often bring harm.

At death, one enters the realm of the ancestors who maintain a
relationship  with  the  family.  Ancestors  remain  deeply



interested in the family they began. They care for, protect,
and punish those who seek to do harm.

Ancestors  are  revered  for  several  reasons.  First,  as  the
founders of the family, they remain interested in the care of
the family. Second, they have answered the question of what
follows death, so they can help the living through dreams,
necromancers, and visions. Third, some have accomplished great
achievements,  which  must  be  celebrated.  Fourth,  animists
believe  they  protect  the  family.  Fifth,  they  function  as
mediators between God and the family.

One’s happiness in the afterlife depends on the care given by
one’s descendants. Anyone banished from a family or tribe in
essence becomes extinct with no one to remember or care for
them.

As Christians, we agree with the animists that there is an
immaterial soul that exists beyond the grave. We also place
the family as a high priority. One of the Ten Commandments is
for children to honor their father and mother. However, no
departed souls remain on earth. According to Hebrews 9:27 upon
death, one is immediately in heaven or hell. Secondly, the
dead do not have contact with the living. In Luke 16, the rich
man who was suffering in hell sought a way to communicate with
his living family to warn them of their fate. However, he was
not  able  to  communicate  in  any  way  nor  could  the  living
communicate  with  him.  Christians  celebrate  and  honor  the
memory of our loved ones, but we do not worship them nor seek
to appease their spirits. We wait with joy and anticipation in
knowing we will be united again in the kingdom of our Lord
Jesus Christ.

Basic Practices in Animism
In  animism  there  are  numerous  taboos  or  prohibitions.
Prohibitions are made to preserve the harmony between the
spiritual world and physical world. Places or people where the



life force is concentrated are protected. Myriads of taboos
exist  and  violation  of  them  can  result  in  cursing  of  a
community and must be atoned for by sacrifices.

Second, there are sacred places. Sacred places of worship
exist to commune with the spiritual world. These are places
where sacred power is concentrated. In Haiti there is a sacred
tree where a pact with the devil was signed over 200 years ago
by the animistic witch doctors. These witch doctors were most
displeased when Christian pastors recently prayed over the
tree and successfully commanded the spirits to leave it.

Third,  there  are  sacred  things.  A  whole  host  of  objects
possess power and are potentially dangerous. Stones are often
believed to possess sacred power. This is one reason you can
easily find crystal jewelry and other semi-precious stones for
sale in catalogs and stores. Certain plants and insects are
believed to be sacred and taboo. Carved images are believed to
possess the spirit of divinities.

Fourth, there are sacred actions. Worship includes sacrifices
of animals or plants to the deities. The priests or shamans
perform the sacred rites. Omens play an essential role; this
is the origin of saying “God bless you” after someone sneezes,
to  protect  the  spirits  from  jumping  into  the  suddenly
vulnerable person. Signs in the heavens and certain reptiles
or animals encountered in a day (such as a black cat crossing
one’s path portending bad luck) may predict one’s future.

Fifth, there are sacred words. There are many oaths, curses,
and blessings. The spells of both white and black witchcraft
are  sacred  words.  Words  are  charged  with  sacred  power  if
uttered by a priest. Such words possess the sacred power,
mana.

Sixth, there are sacred persons. Witches use their powers for
good  and  evil.  They  can  use  their  powers  to  protect
communities  from  enemies.  They  can  use  their  power  to



communicate with the gods and spirits. In most societies,
witchcraft and sorcery are most feared. Witches are believed
to  travel  great  distances  in  short  periods,  kill  at  a
distance, and master demons. Witches have supernatural powers
to inflict harm on others. They can cast spells on others.
They can inject foreign bodies into a victim, causing illness.
Witches have the ability to communicate with dead spirits.
Many  societies  believe  they  can  transform  themselves  into
animals.

Then there is the shaman or the medicine man. He can cure
sicknesses. He directs sacrificial rites and escorts souls to
the other world. At times he can leave his body and observe
events from a distance. He is born into the family or earns
the job by passing tests and rituals. There is also the sacred
king.  Then  there  are  sub-humans  such  as  trolls  and  water
spirits.  Finally  there  are  “little  people,”  such  as
leprechauns.

Seventh,  there  are  sacred  rituals  that  must  be  performed
regularly.  The  head  of  the  family  performs  some;  others
require the expertise of the priests.

Eighth, there is the practice of magic and divination. The art
of casting spells and communicating with the spirit world are
reserved for the priests.

The Christian must be aware when his practices are influenced
by animism. Often many feel that saying “amen” or wearing a
cross brings protection. Others use sacred stones or believe
performing a ritual will bring them fortune. A Christian has
direct access to God through Christ and does not need to rely
on another person of a sacred office. Also, Christians have
all  we  need  in  Christ  and  do  not  need  powers  from  the
spiritual realm. Christ has given us all we need to overcome.



Overcoming Animism
As our study has revealed, fear is the overriding disposition
among those in animistic religions. There are several reasons
for this. First, one is never really sure if a taboo has been
broken and the gods, the spirits, or the ancestors have been
angered. Should one of these beings become angered, they may
inflict horrific punishments. In Hawaii, there are several
frightening stories about the night marchers, the spirits of
ancient warriors who march along a sacred path each night. It
is believed that some people have been killed because they
were in the path of the night marchers.

A second reason for the prevalence of fear is that animism
includes  some  of  the  most  feared  practices  known  to  man.
Sorcery, magic and voodoo are some of the ancient arts that
strike terror in the hearts of people. It is a frightening
thing to know that a priest or witch has placed a curse upon
you.

Throughout the Bible and even today, believers continually
encounter  animistic  practices  and  thinking.  In  times  of
crisis, many young Christians will pray to God, but also seek
help from their animistic religion.

Among Christians, animistic beliefs will be displaced only
when Christians transform their minds with God’s word and free
themselves from the life of fear in animism. Transformation
takes place when Christians understand the Bible explains the
true nature of the universe. First, in contrast to the many
temperamental gods in animism, the Bible teaches that there is
only one God. Isaiah 43:10 states, “‘You are my witnesses,’
declares the Lord, ‘and my servant whom I have chosen, so that
you may know and believe me and understand that I am he.
Before me no god was formed, nor will there be one after me.'”
There is no pantheon of gods–only the one true God, and all
others are false gods.



Second, in the Bible God forbids the animistic practices of
witchcraft, necromancy, magic, and worship of foreign spirits.
Deuteronomy 18:10 commands, “Let no one be found among you who
sacrifices his son or daughter in the fire, who practices
divination, sorcery, interprets omens, engages in witchcraft,
or casts spells, or who consults the dead.” Those who practice
these arts are entertaining spirits who are opposed to God and
seek the destruction of all people.

Third, Christians do not need to live in fear of hostile
spirit beings and spells. Christ, who loves His people, has
triumphed over all. Colossians 2:15 says that He “disarmed the
powers and authorities, [making] a public spectacle of them,
triumphing over them by the cross.”

Christ has brought into submission all authorities under His
rule. Not only that, nothing enters into our life until it
first  filters  through  His  loving  hand.  God’s  hand  of
protection shelters His people. David wrote in the Psalms, “He
who dwells in the shelter of the Most High will rest in the
shadow of the Almighty. I will say of the Lord, ‘He is my
refuge and my fortress, my God whom I trust'” (Ps. 91:1). When
tragedy strikes, Christians understand that its purpose is not
to punish believers, but to teach us new things about God and
ourselves, refining our character to make us more like Him.
Christians can be freed from a life of fear and find joy in a
life of faith in Christ.

Notes

1. Paul Hiebert, Daniel Shaw, and Tite Tienou, Understanding
Folk Religion, (Grand Rapids, MI.: Baker Book House, 1999),
157.
2. Norman Anderson. The World’s Religion. (Grand Rapids, MI:
Eerdman’s Publishing, 1991), 38.
3. Don Richardson, Eternity in their Hearts. (Ventura, CA.:
Regal Press, 1984), 62-70.
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Muslim Bias in Textbooks?
Oct. 5, 2010

The Texas State Board of Education has been the center of
controversy over textbook adoption. And since Texas buys so
many public school textbooks, what happens in Texas affects
the rest of the nation.
 
Earlier  this  year  there  was  a  battle  over  curriculum
standards. The latest battle was over a resolution over what
is perceived as a Muslim bias in the textbooks. The resolution
that  was  passed  over  a  week  ago  alleges  that  some  older
textbooks  are  “politically-correct  whitewashes  of  Islamic

https://probe.org/muslim-bias-in-textbooks/


culture and stigmas on Christian civilization.”
 
Those are pretty strong words, and so my first inclination was
to  check  out  the  charges  and  see  if  they  were  true.
Unfortunately, the knee-jerk reaction of the left and the
media  was  to  dismiss  the  accusations  without  even
investigating  them.
 
I collected articles from Internet Web site such as MSNBC,
FoxNews, and WorldNetDaily. And you can add to that various
newspaper accounts. The Christian or conservative sources at
least took the time to interview the man responsible for the
resolution before the Texas State Board of Education. The
others  did  not.  Oh,  they  did  take  the  time  to  get  some
comments  from  the  Texas  Freedom  Network  or  other  liberal
groups  that  condemned  the  resolution  as  erroneous  and
politically  motivated.
 
If you took the time to dig through all the charges and
accusations, you would find a few facts that were relevant to
the resolution. The concerns seemed valid because of the space
and tone of the presentations. The textbooks devoted twice or
nearly twice as much space to Muslim “beliefs, practices and
holy  writings”  as  to  Christian  beliefs.  And  the  tone  was
different. For example, Christians during the Crusades were
called “violent attackers” while Muslims were called “empire
builders.” The resolution also called attention to what it
called “sanitized definitions of jihad.”
 
The fact that the resolution barely passed illustrates that
trying  to  identify  and  document  religious  bias  in  our
textbooks may just be too controversial. I’m Kerby Anderson,
and that’s my point of view.



“Islamic History Says Abraham
Spoke Arabic”
Islamic history shows that prophet Abraham (peace be upon him)
spoke Arabic. What would you say to that sir? Not or possible?
Or not sure?

I would be surprised if Islamic history seriously says such a
thing. I would carefully check your sources and make sure the
source you are relying on is a reputable, scholarly source.

At any rate, I do not think it possible that Abraham spoke
Arabic. Arabic appears to go back only about as far as the 4th
century A.D. or so. See, for example:

1) http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/Arabic?o=100074

2) http://www.arabic-language.org/arabic/history.asp.

Since Abraham lived about 2000 B.C., this would be about 2,400
years before the earliest known examples of written Arabic. I
don’t think it likely that a 2,400 year gap can be bridged in
this case. And, of course, biblically speaking, there is no
evidence at all for such an assertion.

Shalom in Christ,
Michael Gleghorn

“Arabic: a Semitic language that developed out of the language
of  the  Arabians  of  the  time  of  Muhammad,  now  spoken  in
countries of the Middle East and North Africa.”

The  above  is  from  one  of  the  links  you  posted.  This  is
false—Arabic was used before prophet Muhammad.

Yes; I would agree that the language dates to before the time
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of Muhammad. But as I said, the evidence seems to point to the
4th century A.D. (before Muhammad, but long after Abraham, who
lived around 2000 B.C.).

Shalom in Christ,
Michael Gleghorn

© 2010 Probe Ministries

“You  Should  Improve  Your
Article ‘A Short Look at Six
World Religions'”
My name is ______ and I am a born again Christian. I have a BA
in Pastoral Theology and a MA in Philosophical Theology. I
believe that there could be improvements to your article A
Short Look at Six World Religions.

I do believe that “snapshot” looks at our neighbors’ faiths
are valuable but they do have limitations. It can be difficult
to convey the rich diversity of their sects, denominations,
and teachings. This being the case, and given that adherents
of any faith often do not align strictly to orthodox doctrine,
it may be worth noting in your piece in the sections that deal
with “relating with folks from these faiths” that on top of
prayer and Biblical knowledge they should listen closely to
the others’ perspectives. Listening at first will give more
clarity to the type or specific tradition the person is a part
of.

Islam has been called a religion of works, but I have found
this to not be true upon both study and speaking to Muslims.
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They are fully dependent on Allah’s mercy and the grace of
God. They will often say that even if they were perfect and
without  sin,  God  could  cast  them  into  hell  if  he  wanted
because God owes no one anything—it is His grace and mercy
alone that allows salvation. This is an important facet of
Islam that I feel should be included. The six tenets of faith
are of course much more flexible in many Muslims’ eyes than
the five pillars and this could be emphasized. I also would
say that Islam is no more fatalistic than many expressions of
Christian  faith.  As  many  Christians  would  say,  God  is
sovereign and everything that happens is in His purview and is
because He allows it. Even Satan’s and hell’s existence is
only because of His allowing it to be so. I do not think of
Christianity  is  fatalistic  because  of  this  teaching.  One
Christian tradition that may deviate from this is Process
Theologies of Christianity, which in my reading give more a
‘participant’ role to God than ‘sovereign’. You write that
Allah is a distant spiritual being, but again this is not how
I  have  heard  Muslims  describe  God.  They  will  often  as
Christians do also balance transcendence and immanence. I have
read of Allah being the center of all things, not ‘out there’.
It is we who may feel like we’re ‘out there’ when we are
distanced by sin.

I appreciate that you note Hinduism’s diversity. Star Wars,
however, I would argue is closer to Taoism.

There are some forms of Buddhism that pray, and worship divine
beings. I would disagree with C.S. Lewis—Buddhism may be said
more properly to be a ‘reformation’ of Hinduism, not a heresy.
Buddha wanted to bring a more ‘democratic’ and less austere
faith.  The  ‘I  don’t  exist’  is  the  ego.  A  Buddhist  would
recognize a pinch hurts and that a pinch hurts any living
creature. Buddhists would say that Nirvana is not a goal, and
is not something that is sought. There is no inconsistency of
no-self and karma continuing the ripple effects. Karma is just
cause-effect. A Buddhist would seek to absolve all action,



cause-effect. Though a person dies, the consequences of their
actions  will  still  effect  the  next  generation  and  their
environment.

It  may  be  worth  noting  the  Messianic  Jewish  movement—I
worshipped  alongside  these  folks  in  a  St.  Paul  Minnesota
Temple and they are really Jews for Jesus!

It may be more appropriate to refer to Mormonism and Jehovah’s
Witnesses as ‘sects’ rather than cults as this is the trend in
writing, commentary, and popular usage.

I hope that some of this may be useful to you, even if to a
small degree. I do thank you for your ministry at Probe and am
grateful that you write on these other religions with great
love in your writing voice. My best wishes to you!

Thank you, ______.

It may be helpful for you to understand that the article on
our website is the radio transcript of a week of programs I
was asked to do for Moody Radio some years ago, giving a
35,000-foot  overview  of  major  religions  to  their  radio
audience in a very restricted time parameter. And that’s why
it’s called a “Short” look at world religions.

Your excellent observations are about fine-tuning the details
of an article that was intentionally written with broad brush
strokes. So I’m going to add it to our website from a link at
the bottom of the article, highlighted in a “See Also” box.

Thank you, thank you for “hearing” the love in my heart and in
my  fingertips  as  I  wrote  this  article!  You  have  greatly
blessed me today!

Warmly,
Sue

© 2010 Probe Ministries



“I Am Offended by Your Biased
Article About Islam”
I have just read your article titled “Islam and the Sword.”
What is very obvious is that there is A LOT of bias and
misinformation in your article about Islam, Prophet Mohammad
(peace be upon him), etc. It is very offending and I want you
to  neutralize  your  article  completely.  Objectivity  is
important if you want to be considered a credible writer and
it is clear you are not at all.

You wrote, “Although considered only human, one Muslim writer
describes Muhammad as “[T]he best model for man in piety and
perfection. He is a living proof of what man can be and of
what he can accomplish in the realm of excellence and virtue.
. . .”{4} So it is important to note that Muhammad believed
that violence is a natural part of Islam.” Where is the logic
in this??? Especially in the last sentence. How did you move
from  saying  that  Prophet  Mohammad,  the  best  of  all  human
beings,  embodies  perfection  and  virtue  and  then  say  he
believed violence was an integral part of Islam? Where are
your references? The verses that you took out of context? Any
decent person is aware that no religion condones violence or
bloodshed and I am telling you Islam is not an exception.

The Badr incident did not occur the way you wrongfully relate
it. What you say about jihad and the Holy Prophet’s life is
ridiculous and immature. I should not and will not justify
that  Islam  is  a  peaceful  religion  and  loves  the  other
monotheistic  religions  (Christianity,  Islam).  Rather,  I  am
asking you to thoroughly research your ideas before publishing
them on the web site, which needs to be cleaned from bias and
misinformation.
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Thank you for taking the time to express your views regarding
my essay on Islam and the sword. I am sorry that you believe
my information to be in error. I would be interested in your
description of the Badr incident. The Oxford History of Islam
describes it as one of a number of raids launched against
Meccan caravans in order to seize booty and hostages. I would
assume  that  this  was  accomplished  violently  rather  than
peacefully.  I  am  under  the  impression  that  Muhammad’s
depiction  as  a  warrior  and  political  leader  is  not  very
controversial.

My point regarding the life of Muhammad and the model he
represents is simple. If Muhammad is to be considered the
ultimate model within Islam for human behavior, and if he used
violence  as  a  tool  to  further  Islam,  then  violence  is  a
natural part of Islam.

The idea that no religion condones violence is just not the
case. The Norse gods of Germania and Scandinavia worshipped
Odin, the god of war. Human sacrifice was a central feature of
the Aztec religion in Central America. Religion has been used
to condone warfare and violence.

I doubt that anyone writes on history or religion without a
bias. But, I do feel that accuracy is important.

Sincerely,

Don Closson

© 2010 Probe Ministries



“You’ve Got Islam Wrong”
Dear Rick Rood,

I stumbled upon your “What is Islam” web page and read it
thoroughly. I would like to know how you got that information
because it is inaccurate. I would just like to point them out
to you so that you may correct them.

“He called on the many factions of the Arab peoples to unite
under  the  worship  of  Allah,  the  chief  god  of  the  Arab
pantheon of deities.”

Correction: Allah is not the chief god of the Arabs pantheon
of dieties. Allah means “God” in Arabic. You are confusing the
reader by associating Allah with other Arab deities as for
example Zeus is the chief god in the Romans.

“At this point we should discuss the current status of Islam.
In doing so, it’s important to realize that Islam is not a
monolithic system. “

Correction: Islam is a pure monthestic religion. The message
of Islam is that “There is no God, but God.” How is it not?
Please elaborate.

“The Koran mentions numerous names of Allah, and these names
are  found  frequently  on  the  lips  of  devout  Muslims  who
believe them to have a nearly magical power.”

Correction: Muslims do not believe that Allah’s names hold
magical powers. There are 99 names which is mentioned in the
Quran  (not  Koran),  for  example:  The  Most  Merciful,  The
Protector, The Creator, The All-Knowing, The Loving. These
names identify the characteristics of God.

“Though  Muhammed  himself  said  that  he  was  a  sinner,
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nonetheless there are many Muslims throughout the world who
appear to come close to worshiping him.”

Correction:  Prophet  Muhammad  (peace  be  upon  him)  always
recognized that he was a human being. He was a human, and he
made  mistakes  just  like  the  other  prophets  who  are  human
beings. It is very judgmental for you to add that Muslims
appear to come close worshipping him when that is not the case
at all. Muslims only worship God, and only God.

“Those who conclude that Islam is a fatalistic religion have
good reason for doing so.”

Why is that?

“But it also contains many elements of prescribed activity
that are of pagan origin.”

What kinds? For example?

“A sixth pillar, that of jihad, is often added. (The term
means ‘exertion’ or ‘struggle’ in behalf of God.) Jihad is
the means by which those who are outside the household of
Islam are brought into its fold. Jihad may be by persuasion,
or it may be by force or ‘holy war.’ The fact that any Muslim
who dies in a holy war is assured his place in paradise
provides strong incentive for participation!”

You got the part right about how the Jihad means “struggle,”
but you got the rest of it completely false. It is a struggle
to attain nearness to God, by struggling to overcome your bad
desires, & to stick to Islam under difficult circumstances,
such as when facing persecution and other problems.

There are MANY other mistakes that you have written about
Islam. Not to mention that it sounds very bigoted. Please fix
your mistakes. Thanks!



Thanks for your letter. Rick Rood is no longer with Probe
Ministries.  However,  I’m  afraid  that  you  may  have
misunderstood certain aspects of Rick’s article. Please allow
me to try to briefly clarify.

“He called on the many factions of the Arab peoples to unite
under  the  worship  of  Allah,  the  chief  god  of  the  Arab
pantheon of deities.”

Correction: Allah is not the chief god of the Arabs pantheon
of dieties. Allah means “God” in Arabic. You are confusing
the reader by associating Allah with other Arab deities as
for example Zeus is the chief god in the Romans.

1. Any good history of the Arab peoples that documents the
religious climate immediately preceding the time of Muhammad
will confirm that there was indeed a pantheon of deities.
Muhammad instituted monotheism in place of a prior Arabic
polytheism.

“At this point we should discuss the current status of Islam.
In doing so, it’s important to realize that Islam is not a
monolithic system. “

Correction: Islam is a pure monthestic religion. The message
of Islam is that “There is no God, but God.” How is it not?
Please elaborate.

2. Mr. Rood uses the term “monolithic” — not “monotheistic.” I
believe that you simply misread him at this point. Islam is
certainly monotheistic. He documents what he means by it not
being  monolithic  in  his  article.  [Note:  Dictionary.com
provides  this  meaning  for  monolithic:  “characterized  by
massiveness,  total  uniformity,  rigidity,  invulnerability,
etc.”]

“The Koran mentions numerous names of Allah, and these names
are  found  frequently  on  the  lips  of  devout  Muslims  who



believe them to have a nearly magical power.”

Correction: Muslims do not believe that Allah’s names hold
magical powers. There are 99 names which is mentioned in the
Quran  (not  Koran),  for  example:  The  Most  Merciful,  The
Protector, The Creator, The All-Knowing, The Loving. These
names identify the characteristics of God.

3. Your third point is well-taken, provided we are speaking of
theologically educated Muslims. However, many Muslims hold to
what some scholars call “folk Islam.” This sort of Islam,
often influenced by animism, does often regard these names as
having magical power. Similar aberrant beliefs can be found in
Judaism, Christianity, and most other world religions. And
sometimes Sufi mysticism can tend in this direction as well.

“Though  Muhammed  himself  said  that  he  was  a  sinner,
nonetheless there are many Muslims throughout the world who
appear to come close to worshiping him.”
Correction:  Prophet  Muhammad  (peace  be  upon  him)  always
recognized that he was a human being. He was a human, and he
made mistakes just like the other prophets who are human
beings. It is very judgmental for you to add that Muslims
appear to come close worshipping him when that is not the
case at all. Muslims only worship God, and only God.

4. Again, your point is well-taken, provided we are speaking
of theologically educated Muslims. However, as I mentioned
above, some Muslims would come awfully close to worshiping
Muhammad, just as some Roman Catholics come awfully close to
worshiping  the  virgin  Mary.  I’m  not  saying  this  is  what
orthodox Islam teaches, it’s simply what sometimes happens in
practice.

“Those who conclude that Islam is a fatalistic religion have
good reason for doing so.”
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Why is that?

5. Do you not believe that all things are dictated by the
sovereign will of Allah? Does anything happen that is not
willed by God? If you reject this doctrine, I think you would
be taking a minority view within Islam.

“But it also contains many elements of prescribed activity
that are of pagan origin.”

What kinds? For example?

6. Casting stones at a stone pillar representing Satan. This
was done by Arab pagans prior to the time of Muhammad.

“A sixth pillar, that of jihad, is often added. (The term
means ‘exertion’ or ‘struggle’ in behalf of God.) Jihad is
the means by which those who are outside the household of
Islam are brought into its fold. Jihad may be by persuasion,
or it may be by force or ‘holy war.’ The fact that any Muslim
who dies in a holy war is assured his place in paradise
provides strong incentive for participation!”

You got the part right about how the Jihad means “struggle,”
but you got the rest of it completely false. It is a struggle
to attain nearness to God, by struggling to overcome your bad
desires, & to stick to Islam under difficult circumstances,
such as when facing persecution and other problems.

7. As for Jihad, it has historically been understood by most
Muslims  (and  still  is  today)  as  Holy  War.  It  can  be
interpreted, as you say, to mean striving in the cause of
Allah to live a pure and righteous life. But many passages in
the Quran resist this interpretation (e.g. Suras 4:74-75; 9:5,
14, 29; 47:4; 61:4; etc.).

The New Encyclopedia of Islam (Altamira Press, rev. ed. 2001)



documents many of these points.

Shalom,

Michael Gleghorn
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